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Wow – Orchard Vale Trust is buzzing with

energy this month! We could certainly give

the Olympians and Para-Olympians a run for

their money.

It is great to see that the gradual opening up

and lifting of restrictions has allowed so many

individuals to return to the sports that they

enjoy. It is also good to see that the Olympics

has inspired people to take up new activities.

We are extremely grateful to the people who

put so much of their time and energy into

fundraising so that others can go onto pursue

their own interests.  Marathon training is

tough and whilst the day is enjoyable running

26 miles is no small task, so a big thank you

to Claire and Sarah and we wish them all the

best for the big day!! We would also like to

thank the Somerset Bicycle Repair shop for

their generosity in repairing and servicing

Alice’s tricycle and donating a bike which

means that others can share the fun.

So, whilst Summer is now being replaced by

Autumn let’s hope that all this physical

activity helps to keep us warm and happy.
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London  Mara thon  Runner

C la i r e  -  r a i s i ng  v i t a l  f unds

fo r  OVT



On 3rd October, Claire H and Sarah D will be running the London marathon to raise funds

for OVT. They have both already achieved so much, raising £1,500 and £1,400 respectively at

time of writing. To gain more insight into the mind of a marathon runner, we spoke to

Sarah on the challenges ahead, and the ones she has already faced:

"As a child, we would watch runners in the annual London Marathon go by either at the top

of our road or in Bermondsey where my nan lived. It inspired my Dad to run in 1986 and

1987 and I knew that one day I would also run a marathon. At school, I couldn’t catch, throw

and wasn’t very fast, but come cross country, I was always one of the first across the finish

line. I realised I had resilience and stamina (and probably stubbornness) to just keep going!

10K’s and half marathons completed, I never dealt with the desire to run a marathon. Then

my son was fortunate enough to volunteer at OVT for his DofE. I met the residents and staff

and was so impressed by the trust I wanted to do more to support. I was successful in

gaining a ballot entry to London Marathon 2020 and OVT was my chosen charity.

I only ever intended to run one marathon… Covid-19 had different ideas. I trained for April

2020, then October 2020 and ended up running the London Marathon around the villages

of Wells, Street and Glastonbury. No crowds to cheer me on and truly awful weather! The

support of friends and family and thoughts of OVT and the amazing people I have been

fortunate to meet at the trust kept me going!

Coming to the end of my third marathon training plan, I will finally pound the streets of

London to fulfil my ambition! This has been the toughest yet and has not gone without

injury. Getting out there again has been hard and my legs have had enough, but whenever

on my long training runs I think about the fantastic people at OVT. They deal with so much

every day, yet always find a smile and are genuinely and without agenda, kind. As last year,

the residents and staff of OVT and hopefully 1000s of spectators this time, will help me

make it round. I will be wearing my OVT T-shirt, my bib number is 14819, keep a look out for

me!"

MARATHON RUNNERS
Two incredible people running the 2021 London Marathon for OVT
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Mike ,  Caro l ine  &  L inz i  a t  the

poo l

"I have been watching the Olympics with

everyone at Northcroft. I particularly

enjoyed the cycling and running. It was

great to see us winning medals and to see

how the country came together to support

the people who had trained so hard to

represent us. 

While we were in a sporty mood, Jac

suggested we should have a go at

swimming. We have been going for three or

four weeks and I'm finding it to be really

interesting. It's been fun to try a new sport

and I'd quite like to work towards earning a

swimming badge in the near future. 

I think it's important to make the most of

any opportunities to get out into the local

community. Since Covid restrictions have

eased, I've been able to get involved in a

bunch of different activities, and I've

enjoyed the freedom to try new things.

Our pool experience ended up coming in

handy during a trip to the beach! We all

had a cracking time, with a coastal walk

and a quick paddle standing out as

highlights."
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TEAM OVT
Sports stories from across the Trust
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Linzi on getting out to the pool

"I have watched the Olympics with Linzi

and the rest of the house recently. My

favourite sports to watch were the

gymnastics, especially the floor routines,

and the swimming. 

I like to think I am quite an experienced

runner as I have been going out in my

trainers for around 10 years now! At the

moment I am going for a run around the

local reservoir every morning. keeping fit is

important to me and the route I take

means I get to experience the boost from a

good run while looking at the amazing

views of Somerset. I always feel better

when I return from a run as I know I've

done something positive for myself. 

I have also recently taken up karate, and

enjoyed swimming with Mike and Linzi. It's

a heated pool which has been useful with

the changeable weather at the moment. I

hope we continue going because it's good

to have an activity we enjoy together."

Caroline on running and her wellbeing

Caro l ine  prepa r ing  f o r  her

morn ing  run



"I have had my Trike for a really long time. I would

spend all day every day riding if I could, but I tend

to stick to warmer days when going for a ride

around the grounds of East Court. 

When my bike had broken I was so glad that the

people from the Somerset Bicycle Repair shop were

kind enough to fix it for free! They did a great job,

and donated a bike for the staff and residents of

East Court to use.

I've loved being back on the trike and the weather

has meant I can spend plenty of time out in the

sun. I recently went for a ride around and up to the

top of the village with Magda, which ended with a

picnic. 

I hope to keep riding my trike more often now that

my trike is feeling as good as new. I would also like

to thank Magda because she is always around to

help me!
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TEAM OVT CONTINUED
Sports stories from across the Trust

With swimming and fitness in the spotlight,

Diran has been making the most of the local

pool reopening. 

He enjoys going swimming once a week as it

his helping with his mobility issues since his

hip operation he had last year, he says “I want

to get better and swimming is helping me to

do this. I just want to get back to normal”.

Diran has always enjoyed swimming and uses

it to improve his fitness and mental wellbeing.

RETURNING TO THE POOL

Alice on Trike repairs and village rides



My younger brother is autistic and has learning difficulties, while my mother has always

worked with adults with learning disabilities. Watching my brother interact with the world

has consistently motivated me to question many of the ways that society is arranged and

the qualities it values. He is non-verbal, which can lead people to underestimate him and

not take his views into consideration, but anyone who knows him knows that he always

finds creative ways to communicate and assert himself. He’s also dynamite at solving

puzzles and has an impeccable sense of direction (I can’t do a puzzle or remember a route

to save my life). Every day, I am inspired by my mother’s passionate advocacy for people

with learning disabilities, both in her professional and personal life. She has never seen

anyone with a learning disability as ‘less-than’ because of it and she won’t allow anyone

around her to either.

Naturally, I feel like OVT is the perfect home for me, as I have an endless amount of respect

for people with learning disabilities and those that support them. I also have first-hand

experience of how both these groups of people can be neglected by wider society, which is

why I know exactly how vital and special the work the trust does is. I can’t wait to get

properly stuck into my role and be part of helping OVT, The Hive, and Stile Gardening to

continue reaching new heights. I look forward to getting to know everyone that’s part of

this beautiful and ever-growing community.
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Are you interested in joining the HIVE?

Or perhaps you have a Job for our STILE Gardening team.

Please get in touch: 

 
 

 Phone: 01749 671706
 

email: info@orchardvaletrust.org.uk
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WELCOME MILLIE
 Meet our new Trust Fundraiser, Millie

I’m so excited to be joining OVT as a Trust

Fundraiser. I’ve previously worked in marketing,

content writing and research, and I have always

enjoyed being in positions that focus on creatively

communicating with the world. For a long time,

I’ve been searching for an opportunity where I can

use my skills to make a truly valuable contribution

to the world, and that’s why I’m delighted to be

part of this team - the trust clearly has such a

strong set of values at its core and is truly

dedicated to taking care of both its clients and

staff.


